PROCEDURE FOR DONATION OF RELIEF ITEMS

The Department of Disaster Management and Emergencies (DDME) takes this opportunity to appreciate your goodwill during this time for the Turks and Caicos Islands (TCI). Please note, the established process for engaging the TCI Government to donate relief items is as follows:

1. An official letter providing the list of items, quantities, values, port origin and proposed schedule time for arrival in the Providenciales Port;

2. An official letter providing the names of all persons, along with copies of his/her respective passport bio-data page;

3. Any other supporting information.

Upon receipt of the information, the DDME will process your documents and respond providing the necessary clearance. Please contact the DDME at ddme.tci@gmail.com should your require any additional clarification.

#ddme  #tcistrong  #hurricaneirmastrong  #rebuildrecovertcibetter